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GLOBAL ENRICHMENT ON
CAMPUS

PHYSICAL
PLANT
BATTLES ICE
AND SNOW
By Christian Stark

Malone’s Global Outreach has Gone Around the Globe. Photo by Micah Gregory

By Ella Myrthil
A new minor, “Spanish for service and the professions”
was added to the academic curriculum in the fall of
2020. The addition to the center of intercultural studies
department furthers global enrichment on campus.
“Learning about another culture and language can enrich
your life—it gives you the opportunity to go places, meet
new people and see things you have never seen before,” Dr.
Camelly Cruz-Martes, professor of Spanish, said. CruzMartes is new to Malone’s faculty but is passionate about
teaching the Spanish language and culture to students.
“Learning [language and culture] together not only makes
you a better person, but also gives you an edge in your
future [profession] that other employees won’t have,” CruzMartes said.
The Spanish for service and the professions minor
requires 120 hours of internship to put global enrichment
into practice. The goal for this experience is for students
to use the knowledge and terminology they learn in
preparation for their future careers.
“I want the students to use their Spanish [skills] to
understand social issues, cultural problems, mental health
and more,” Cruz-Martes said. “This minor pairs well with
several majors. The idea is to
integrate what you learn in
your major or other minors
to think critically about
issues in both English and
Spanish.”
“Everything is integrated
now—the internet, the way
we’re living,” Cruz-Martes
said. “When you think about
the COVID-19 virus, it makes
us more aware that we are
all connected. But from that
we have to understand that
the way people see it and
deal with it in other places
is different. The more you
know how to deal with the
differences and how to adapt
to a new culture, the better
you will do in your future job.”
“I definitely think it is important to learn about
another
culture,”
Myriah
Smith,
sophomore
communication arts major, said. “Better understanding
someone helps you to better love them, and
[my] Spanish classes are helping me to do that.”
Smith took Intermediate Spanish I last semester and is
currently in the Intermediate Spanish II course.
“Knowing another language can benefit me after college
as well, since the United States is getting more and more
diverse,” Smith said. “Communication arts is broad, so
knowing another language will give me an edge. It’ll be nice
to communicate with more people than I would have been
able to.”

Not many other colleges have this type of program; Spanish
for service and the professions is a multidisciplinary minor
made to prepare students for their professional career or
future service. Both Cruz-Martes and Elizabeth Patterson
Roe, director of the center for intercultural studies, are
thrilled to bring this global opportunity to campus.
“The world is here: it’s in our backyard, and there’s
diversity right here,” Roe said. “If we truly want to love our
neighbor as ourselves, then learning a [new] language can
be a huge part of that.”
Both Cruz-Martes and Roe believe that in order to fulfill
the mission of Malone—to serve the church, the community,
and the world—we need to be people who want to truly live
out Christ’s kingdom first. They encourage students to be
these kinds of people by offering help to students so they
first know about the world.
“I can imagine almost any major potentially interacting
with people from diverse backgrounds,” Roe said. “We
strongly believe it’s not just about knowing about the world
and serving it, but [also about] how we can also tie that into
our other fields of study.”
“Learning about other cultures is a great skill set [to
have, enabling us] to be able
to meet people where they
are at,” Roe said. “We really
believe that our students are
going to be better prepared to
serve the church, community
and world if they expand their
learning to global learning.
“If you really want to serve
well in an empowering way,
learning even a little bit of
a language can go a long
way with understanding
cultures and what people are
communicating,” Roe said.
“We realize not everyone is
going to be fluent in another
language, but the more that
we can get closer to that, the
better, even if it starts with
just a couple of words and
grows from there.”
The global and international studies major is a specialized
secondary major built to complement any primary major
similar to the complementary studies of the Spanish
for learning and the professions minor. This secondary
major program not only requires academic learning in
the classroom, but a study abroad semester and a local
internship experience with immigrants or international
people living locally as well.
Cruz-Martes and Roe are passionate about both
avenues to help students have the knowledge and practical
experience they need to be prepared to serve.

“BETTER
UNDERSTANDING
SOMEONE HELPS
YOU TO BETTER
LOVE THEM, AND
[MY] SPANISH
CLASSES ARE
HELPING ME TO DO
THAT.”

Coming to college, students are often unprepared to
face the reality of (practically) no more snow days. Many
students can relate to the struggle of waking up for an
early class and having to trudge through the snow and cold.
Students also may have to adjust their schedule to account
for cleaning off their car or walking through the snow, as
many are responsible for traversing the winter weather and
getting to class on time for the first time in their lives.
“I feel like I have to adjust slightly so that I’m not trying
to power walk through ice and end up slipping and sliding
everywhere,” Reed Miller, freshman nursing major, said.

“IT’S ABOUT A
FOUR- TO FIVEHOUR PROCESS…
BECAUSE YOU’VE
GOTTA COVER
THE EXACT
SAME AMOUNT
OF SPACE GEOGRAPHICALLY,
NO MATTER HOW
MUCH IT IS.”
When getting up on snowy days and heading to class,
however, Malone students might not even stop to think
about those who do their best to make the commute to
classes as normal as possible.
Malone’s physical plant takes care of campus
maintenance, and in the wintertime, a huge part of their
role is to clear snow and ice from traffic ways and make
campus commutable again.
Some workers for the physical plant like Eddie Johnson,
freshman ministry and creative writing double major, may
wake up as early as 4:30 a.m. to help clear snow across
campus.
“You’ve got to do what you’ve got to do,” Johnson said.
“Sometimes the snow is packed down hard so you can’t use
the snowblower; you have to shovel it by hand, and that
takes forever.”
During his typical work shifts in the winter, Johnson
works on salting the sidewalks to melt the ice that has built
up. In spite of this effort, he can’t cover all the sidewalks in
just a couple of hours.
“If we want everything salted, it’s either going to have to
be two people doing it one day, or it’s going to have to be
spread out [over] a few days,” Johnson said.
Bill King, a worker at the physical plant for over a
decade, explained the process of snow cleanup. Typically,
the physical plant has two plow trucks running, a brush or
smaller plow for the sidewalks and sometimes a snowblower
or shovels.

Physical Plant, Continued on Page 2

CREATING SPACE FOR
CREATIVITY

Haviland Hall has Started a Dungeons & Dragons Group. Photo by Graham Kondak

By Mitch Bodager
It’s no secret that COVID-19 has left its mark on every
aspect of day-to-day life. Naturally, most view the pandemic
in a negative light. Yet, one positive thing that has come out
of the past year is a rise in space for creativity to run wild.
“For me, COVID-19 has provided an abundance of time,”
Emelia Kublin, resident director of Woolman, Whittier and
Fox Halls, said. “When you’re in quarantine, you think, ‘oh
man, I guess I’ll pull out the old sketchbook,’ or, ‘I’ll revisit
the podcast that I haven’t listened to in a while,’ or, ‘I could
check out this new show on Netflix.’ Time allows us to
explore new things and find new hobbies, forcing us to be
creative.”
This is a unique time to see creativity in new ways on
campus. For example, Micah Czirr, resident director of
Haviland Hall, recently began hosting students to take part
in Dungeons and Dragons sessions.
“One of the great aspects of [Dungeons and Dragons] is
that it requires a lot of on-the-spot thinking and reacting, so
it’s a very good outlet for strengthening one’s imagination
and creative liberty,” Czirr said. “The game was [created]
by a group of mega-nerds that wanted to play a fantasy
adventure game together, but they didn’t want it to be a
regular board game where everything is really rigid and you
follow the same pattern every time. Dungeons and Dragons
is wide open to your imagination, allowing for creativity in
a more unconventional sense.”

Haviland Hall is not the only dorm here on campus
offering a unique space for creativity. The resident
assistants of Woolman, Whittier and Fox Halls, along with
their Resident Director Kublin, recently renovated a few
rooms in their building. One of the rooms is designated for
art therapy.
“We painted and rearranged furniture up there, and we’re
adding some art supplies for people to come, reflect and
create things,” Kublin said. “In our building, everyone has
the freedom to be who they are. They’re accepted here. We
might look like a quirky bunch, but that’s the beauty of our
building.
“A culture has been created in [Woolman, Whittier and
Fox Halls] where you can be the weird one, the normal
one, the artistic one or the quiet one,” Kublin said. “There’s
freedom to be yourself, and in that freedom, it builds space
where you can naturally grab onto creativity. I love that
[Woolman, Whittier and Fox Halls are] known for being a
little quirky, and I find great joy in seeing that people love
living here.”
Kublin is passionate about building a space for creativity
on campus and is unafraid to rally her staff of resident
assistants toward her cause.
“This is my life message—teaching creativity,” Kublin said.

“In Scripture, it says that we are made in the image
of God,” Kublin said. “The very first thing that the Lord
wanted us to know is that he’s a creator…So, if we’re made
in [His] image, [we need to know that] creativity is clearly
important to him and who He is.

“I THINK THAT’S
IT: ANY MOMENT
IN CREATIVITY
IS WHEN YOU
CAN DO
SOMETHING THAT
HASN’T BEEN
SEEN BEFORE...
IT’S HAVING
THAT FREEDOM
TO FOREGO
EXPECTATIONS”

“I think that’s it: any moment in creativity is when you
can do something that hasn’t been seen before,” Kublin
said. “Whether that be a math equation, problem-solving in
relationships or communication; it’s having that freedom
to forgo expectations.”
Staff are not the only ones building space for creativity.
Resident assistants are hosting events this semester to offer
creative outlets for students on campus. Everything from
painting parties to pottery nights to playing “Just Dance”
has been scheduled.
Max Maline, sophomore exercise science major and
resident assistant, has been focusing on keeping creativity
alive in his own life.
“Creative moments often come in spurts for me,” Maline
said. “It just comes with a little nudge and I roll with it.
“Getting to put my pencil to the paper or my brush to
the canvas brings a sense of calmness,” Maline said. “It is
very much something I enjoy because I get to see my own
creation unfold before my eyes.”
Kublin, Czirr, and Maline are proof that creativity is
not limited; all three have different outlets and ways for
exercising creativity in their own lives. COVID-19 has
opened the door for new opportunities to get creative, and
creativity is certainly alive at Malone this semester.

Physical Plant, Continued

Eddie Johnson, Student Worker, Riding on the
Cushman Hauler 1200X. Photo by Max Maline
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“Generally, it’s about a four- to five-hour process from
start to finish,” King said. “It doesn’t even matter if it’s one
inch, two inches, or five inches because you’ve gotta cover
the exact same amount of space geographically, no matter
how much it is.”
King and his coworkers at the physical plant have had
12-hour days to clear the campus’ sidewalks and roadways.
King has routinely woken up as early as 2 a.m. to clean up
the snow and ice.
In order to stay within their budget, the physical plant
also has to be conscious of how much salt they use on the
sidewalks.
“We don’t want to be conservative with it because it’s
definitely necessary, but we can’t just dump, ya know, ten
tons of salt every time it snows,” King said.
In addition to the salt constraints, the physical plant is
consistently understaffed. There are only three full-time
physical plant staff members that focus on snow cleanup
in addition to three student workers that work part-time.
“We could use a few more hands,” King said.
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It’s challenging for the physical plant to keep workers
motivated through the hours required to clean up the snow
on Malone’s campus. It’s grueling hard work in bitterly cold
temperatures, and usually has to be completed at ridiculous
hours of the morning to ensure others a safe, comfortable
commute to work and class.
However, students recognize that physical plant workers
do a good job keeping Malone’s campus safe and clean.
“The physical plant is doing the best they can with the
limited staff,” Miller said.
The work members of the physical plant do through the
winter is critical to campus safety and smooth operation.
Despite under-staffing, little thanks and countless other
hardships. A kind wave or a grateful word would go a long
way with any physical plant staff.
Any student interested in serving Malone and its students,
faculty and staff by working for the physical plant should
reach out to Russ Thorn at rthorn@malone.edu.
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